Professional Detailed Estimating

WinEst empowers the professional estimator to create, manage and update cost estimates. WinEst allows for
efficient, integrated estimating that saves time and avoids errors.
WinEst is a complete software package to meet your estimating needs. The WinEst core application is
available in three versions (Pro, ProPlus, eTeam) to scale to your organization’s needs.
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Centralized and collaborative estimating allows for estimates to be archived and
shared within the enterprise.
Team and user-based security ensures that proprietary data is protected.
You define the process of how the estimate moves through critical estimating
phases.

Schedule Link

Create cost loaded schedules directly from the estimate – no more duplicate entry.
Perform what-if scenarios, such as resource leveling and changing the
dependencies between tasks.
Two-way interface with MS Project and Primavera, which dramatically reduces
time required to load individual tasks with supporting estimate details.

Virtual TakeOff

Powerful on-screen take-off tool that enables you to perform takeoffs directly
from your PC screen.
Sort and separate your objects on individual layers for enhance viewing, printing,
and presentation capabilities.

OST Integrator

WinEst’s OST Integrator works seamlessly with On Center’s On-Screen TakeOff
software to make the most of your takeoff data.

Estimating Databases

Estimating data for a variety of industry sources. Optionally available with
assemblies pre-configured.

WinEst

Feature

Pro

ProPlus eTeam

Item & Assembly Take Off
Material Price Links
Detailed Item Audits
Unlimited Custom Views
Markups
Customizable Formulas
Six Cost category types per item
Ability to make location assignments
Reprice from database
Notes & Memos for estimating items
Unlimited customizable reports
Integration with Microsoft Office
Pass Editing
Multi-Currency
Bid Item Take-Offs
Estimate Comparison Reports
Ability to allocate indirect costs
Schedule Integration (via Schedule Link)
Database Driven Estimating
Collaboration
Individual Security permissions
Change Order Log
Unlimited file attachments
Estimate Team Assignments
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